, a necessary and sufficient condition using LMI (Linear Matrix Inequality) for the above bounded norm of controlled objects is known as the following Bounded Real Lemma (Zhou K. And Khargonekar P.P., 1988) using the Riccati unequality and Shure complement. A gain margin between the critical closed loop gain of a dependent type IP controller by the Furwits criteria and the analytical closed loop gain solution when closed loop Hardy space norm became 1, and the parametric stability margin (Bhattacharyya S. P., Chapellat H., and Keel L. H., 1994; Katoh 2010 ) on uncertain time constant and damping coefficient were selected in this chapter for its easiness and robustness although it was expected also using this lemma that internal stable concrete conditions for controlled objects and forward controllers may obtain. -One of H ∞ control problems is described to obtain a robust controller K(s) when Hardy space norm of closed loop transfer function matrix is bounded like Fig.2 assuming various (additive, multiplicative, left co-prime factor etc.) uncertainty of controlled objects P(s) (Zbou K. with Doyle F. C. and Glover K., 1996) . Though another basic robust problem is a cooperation design in frequency region between competitive sensitivity and co-sensitivity function, it was omitted in this chapter because a tuning region of IP control was superior for unknown input disturbance other tuning region was superior for unknown reference disturbance. -However, there is some one not simple for using higher order controllers with many stable zeros and using the norm with window (Kohonen T., 1995 (Kohonen T., , 1997 for I in Hardy space for evaluating the uncertainty of models. Then, a number of robust PI or PID controller and compensator design methods have recently been proposed. But, they are not considered on the modelling error or parameter uncertainty. -Our given large mission is to construct safe robust systems using simple controllers and simple evaluating method of the uncertainty of models. Then, we have proposed robust PI controllers for controlled objects without stable zeros (Katoh M., 2008 (Katoh M., , 2009 ). Our small mission in this chapter is to obtain analytical solution of controller gain with flat gain curve in a band width as Butter-worse filter for the 3 rd order closed systems with one-order modelling errors and to show the robust property by loop gain margin for damping coefficients of nominal controlled objects and time constants of missing objects (sensor and signal conditioner) using 
P(s)
K
System description
In this section, a description of the higher order generalized system for later 2 nd order examples with one-order modeling error is presented although they may not computed concretely.
Normalized transfer function
In this section, how to normalize and why to normalize transfer functions are explained.
The following transfer functions of controlled objects Eq. (1) 
Normalized sampled system on sampling points: Integrating the response between two sampling points to the next sampling point, the following precise sampled system is obtained:
Normalized sampled system approximated: Approximating Eq. (3) by the advanced difference method, the following sampled system is obtained:
Normalized System in continuous region: Returning to the continuous region after conversion using the matrix logarithm function, the following system is obtained in continuous region: 
Controller and parameter tuning
In this section, an IP controller and a number of parameter tuning methods are presented in order to increase the robustness of the control system. 
Normalized IP controller
Note that the digital IP controller of Eq. (13) is asymptotic to the proportional control as h approaches zero or p becomes larger. This controller is called IPL tuning. Then, the stable zero = -1/ p must be placed not in the neighborhood of the system poles for safety.
Stability of closed loop transfer function
In this section, more higher order systems are processed for consideration generally on three tuning region classified by the amplitude of P control parameter using Hurwits approach in example of a second-order system with one-order modelling error. 
Stationary points investing approach on fraction equation
In this section, Stationary Points Investing approach on Fraction Equation for searching local maximum with equality restriction is shown using Lagrange's undecided multiplier approach. Then, multiple same solutions of the independent variable are solved at the stationary points. They can be used to check for mistakes in calculation as self-diagnostics approach. Here, the common normalized control parameters i K and p will be obtained in continuous region, which has reduction models reduced from original region. Stationary Points Investing for Fraction Equation approach for searching local maximum with equality restriction:
This is the design policy of servo control for wide band width. In particular, () 1 Wo = means that steady state error is 0. Next, Lagrange's undecided multiplier approach is applied to obtain stationary points s ω with equality restriction using the above u,v notations.
Then, the original problem can be converted to the following problem:
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. The necessary conditions for obtaining the local minimum/maximum of a new function become as followings.
The following relations are obtained from eqs. (19) and (20): www.intechopen.com 
Solutions of control parameters:
Solving these simultaneous equations, the following functions can be obtained:
where s ω is the stationary points vector.
Multiple solutions of i K can be used to check for mistakes in calculation.
Example of a second-order system with one-order modelling error
In this section, an IP control system in continuous design for a second-order original controlled object without one-order sensor and signal conditioner dynamics is assumed for simplicity. The closed loop system with uncertain one-order modeling error is normalized and obtained the stable region of the integral gain in the three tuning region classified by the amplitude of P control parameter using Hurwits approach. Then, the safeness of the only I tuning region and the risk of the large P tuning region are discussed. 
where iUL K is the upper limit of the stable loop gain i K .
Stable conditions by Hurwits approach with three parameters:
The stability conditions will be shown in order to determine the risk of one order modelling error,
Hurwits Stability is omitted because h is sufficiently small, although it can be checked using the bilinear transform. Robust loop gain margin:
It is risky to increase the loop gain in the IPL region too much, even if the system does not become unstable because a model order error may cause instability in the IPL region. In the IPL region, the sensitivity of the disturbance from the output rises and the flat property of the gain curve is sacrificed, even if the disturbance from the input can be isolated to the output upon increasing the control gain. 
When the evaluation function is considered to be two variable functions (ω and i K ) and the stationary point is obtained, the system with the parameters does not satisfy the above stability conditions.
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Therefore, only the stationary points in the direction of ω will be obtained without considering the evaluation function on i K alone.
Stationary points and the integral gain:
Using the Stationary Points Investing for Fraction Equation approach based on Lagrange's undecided multiplier approach with equality restriction, the following two loop gain equations on x are obtained. Both identities can be used to check for miscalculation. 
Equating the right-hand sides of these equations, the third-order algebraic equation and the solutions for semi-positive stationary points are obtained as follows:
These points, which are called the first and second stationary points, call the first and second tuning methods, respectively, which specify the points for gain 1.
Numerical results
In this section, the solutions of double same integral gain for a tuning region at the stationary point of the gain curve of the closed system are shown and checked in some parameter tables on normalized proportional gains and normalized damping coefficients. Moreover, loop gain margins are shown in some parameter tables on uncertain time constants of one-order modeling error and damping coefficients of original controlled objects for some tuning regions contained with safest only I region. 1 gm > ) generated by Eq. (39) using the stability limit and the loop gain by the second tuning method on uncertain ε in a given region of ε for each controlled ς by IPL ( p =1.5) control is very useful for analysis of robustness. Then, the unstable region, the unstable region, which does not become unstable even if the loop gain becomes larger, and robust stable region in which uncertainty of the time constant, are permitted in the region of ε . Figure 3 shows a reference step up-down response with unknown input disturbance in the continuous region. The gain for the disturbance step of the IPL tuning is controlled to be approximately 0.38 and the settling time is approximately 6 sec. The robustness on indicial response for the damping coefficient change of ±0.1 is an advantageous property. Considering Zero Order Hold. with an imperfect dead-time compensator using 1 st -order Pade approximation, the overshoot in the reference step response is larger than that in the original region or that in the continuous region. Then, Table 4 lists robust loop gain margins ( 1 gm > ) using the stability limit by Eq.(37) and the loop gain by the second tuning method on uncertain ε in the region of (0. These table data with additional points were converted to the 3D mesh plot as following According to the line of worst loop gain margin as the parameter of attenuation in the controlled objects which are described by gray label, this parametric stability margin (PSM) (Bhattacharyya S. P., Chapellat H., and Keel L. H., 1994 ) is classified to 3 regions in IPS and IP0 tuning regions and to 4 regions in IPL tuning regions as shown in Fig.5 . We may call the larger attenuation region with more than 2 loop gain margin to the strong robust segment region in which region uncertainty time constant of one-order modeling error is allowed in the any region and some change of attenuation is also allowed. Next, we call the larger attenuation region with more than 1 > γ and less than 2 loop gain margin to the weak robust segment region in which region uncertainty time constant of one-order modeling error is only allowed in some region over some larger loop gain margin and some larger change of attenuation is not allowed. The third and the forth segment is almost unstable. Especially, notice that the joint of each segment is large bending so that the sensitivity of uncertainty for loop gain margin is larger more than the imagination. Moreover, the readers had to notice that the strong robust region and weak robust region of IPL is shift to larger damping coefficient region than ones of IPS and IP0. Then, this is also one of risk on IPL tuning region and change of tuning region from IP0 or IPS to IPL region.
Conclusion
In this section, the way to convert this IP control tuning parameters to independent type PI control is presented. Then, parameter tuning policy and the reason adopted the policy on the controller are presented. The good and no good results, limitations and meanings in this chapter are summarized. The closed loop gain curve obtained from the second order example with one-order feedback modeling error implies the butter-worth filter model matching method in higher order systems may be useful. The Hardy space norm with bounded window was defined for I, and robust stability was discussed for MIMO system by an expanssion of small gain theorem under a bounded condition of closed loop systems.
We have obtained first an integral gain leading type of normalized IP controller to facilitate the adjustment results of tuning parameters explaining in the later. The controller is similar that conventional analog controllers are proportional gain type of PI controller. It can be converted easily to independent type of PI controller as used in recent computer controls by adding some converted gains. The policy of the parameter tuning is to make the norm of the closed loop of frequency transfer function contained one-order modeling error with uncertain time constant to become less than 1. The reason of selected the policy is to be able to be similar to the conventional expansion of the small gain theorem and to be possible in PI control. Then, the controller and uncertainty of the model becomes very simple. Moreover, a simple approach for obtaining the solution is proposed by optimization method with equality restriction using Lagrange's undecided multiplier approach for the closed loop frequency transfer function. -
The stability of the closed loop transfer function was investigated using Hurwits Criteria as the structure of coefficients were known though they contained uncertain time constant. -The loop gain margin which was defined as the ratio of the upper stable limit of integral gain and the nominal integral gain, was investigated in the parameter plane of damping coefficient and uncertain time constant. Then, the robust controller is safe in a sense if the robust stable region using the loop gain margin is the single connection and changes continuously in the parameter plane even if the uncertain time constant changes larger in a wide region of damping coefficient and even if the uncertain any adjustment is done. Then, IP0 tuning region is most safe and IPL region is most risky. -Moreover, it is historically and newly good results that the worst loop gain margin as each damping coefficient approaches to 2 in a larger region of damping coefficients. -
The worst loop gain margin line in the uncertainty time constant and controlled objects parameters plane had 3 or 4 segments and they were classified strong robust segment region for more than 2 closed loop gain margin and weak robust segment region for more than γ > 1 and less than 2 loop gain margin. Moreover, the author was presented also risk of IPL tuning region and the change of tuning region. -It was not good results that the analytical solution and the stable region were complicated to obtain for higher order systems with higher order modeling error though they were easy and primary. Then, it was unpractical.
Appendix
A. Example of a second-order system with lag time and one-order modelling error In this section, for applying the robust PI control concept of this chapter to systems with lag time, the systems with one-order model error are approximated using Pade approximation and only the simple stability region of the integral gain is shown in the special proportional tuning case for simplicity because to obtain the solution of integral gain is difficult.
Here, a digital IP control system for a second-order controlled object with lag time L without sensor dynamics is assumed. For simplicity, only special proportional gain case is shown. 
Normalized operation:
The normalize operations as same as above mentioned are done as follows.
Closed loop transfer function:
The closed loop transfer function is obtained using above normalization as follows; 
In continuous region with one order modelling error, 22 2 00 . 5
Analytical solution of Ki for flat gain curve using Stationary Points Investing for Fraction Equation approach is complicated to obtain, then it is remained for reader's theme. In the future, another approach will be developed for safe and simple robust control. B. Simple soft M/A station In this section, a configuration of simple soft M/A station and the feedback control system with the station is shown for a simple safe interlock avoiding dangerous large overshoot. B.1 Function and configuration of simple soft M/A station This appendix describes a simple interlock plan for an simple soft M/A station that has a parameter-identification mode (manual mode) and a control mode (automatic mode). The simple soft M/A station is switched from automatic operation mode to manual operation mode for safety when it is used to switch the identification mode and the control mode and when the value of Pv exceeds the prescribed range. This serves to protect the plant; for example, in the former case, it operates when the integrator of the PID controller varies erratically and the control system malfunctions. In the latter case, it operates when switching from P control with a large steady-state deviation with a high load to PI or PID control, so that the liquid in the tank spillovers. Other dangerous situations are not considered here because they do not fall under general basic control.
There have several attempts to arrange and classify the control logic by using a case base. Therefore, the M/A interlock should be enhanced to improve safety and maintainability; this has not yet been achieved for a simple M/A interlock plan (Fig. A1) . For safety reasons, automatic operation mode must not be used when changing into manual operation mode by changing the one process value, even if the process value recovers to an appropriate level for automatic operation. Semiautomatic parameter identification and PID control are driven by case-based data for memory of tuners, which have a nest structure for identification. This case-based data memory method can be used for reusing information, and preserving integrity and maintainability for semiautomatic identification and control. The semiautomatic approach is adopted not only to make operation easier but also to enhance safety relative to the fully automatic approach.
Notation in computer control (Fig. B1, B3 H ∞ control problems and robust sensitivity analysis is shown for applying the robust PI control concept of this chapter to MIMO systems. The robust control was aims soft servo and requested internal stability for a closed loop control system. Then, it was difficult to apply process control systems or hard servo systems which was needed strong robust stability without deviation from the reference value in the steady state like integral terms. The method which sets the maximum value of closed loop gain curve to 1 and the results of this numerical experiments indicated the above sections will imply the following new expansion of small gain theorem which indicates the upper limit of Hardy space norm of a forward element using the upper limit of all uncertain feedback elements for robust stability. For the purpose using unbounded functions in the all real domain on frequency like integral term in the forward element, the domain of Hardy norm of the function concerned on frequency is limited clearly to a section in a positive real one-order space so that the function becomes bounded in the section. Proposition Assuming that feedback transfer function H(s) (with uncertainty) are stable and the following inequality is holds, 1 () , 1 Hs ∞ ≤ γ≥ γ (C-1)
Moreover , if the negative closed loop system as shown in Fig.C-1 There is a strong robust stability damping region in which the closed loop gain margin for any uncertainty is over 2 and almost not changing.
It is uniform safety for some proportional gain tuning region and changing of damping coefficient. For integral loop gain tuning, it recommends the simple limiting sensitivity approach.
1) Because the region is different by proportional gain, there is a risk of grade down by the gain tuning.
There is a weak robust stability damping region in which the worst closed loop gain margin for any uncertainty is over given constant.
1) It can specify the grade of robust stability for any uncertainty 1) Because the region is different by proportional gain, there is a risk of grade down by the gain tuning. It is different safety for some proportional gain tuning region. It is important to apply to the best application area which the merit can be made and the demerit can be controlled by the wisdom of everyone.
